
 

*Learn More About Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Clairaudient Psychic Rupnathji:- 

The word “clairaudient” means “clear of hearing.” Who can see spirits or receive visions, 
clairaudients primarily receive information through what they hear. Through the voices of 
spirit guides or otherworldly beings, clairaudient Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji has a gift of 
being able to hear clearly what is not audible to most other people. 

Whether you’re trying to get in touch with your own angels or spirit guides, or just looking 
to gain a sense of direction in your life, you may find it helpful to speak to a clairaudient for 
assistance. 

*Clairaudience through inner hearing: 

Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji can interpret messages through his or her "inner ear" rather than 
the "inner eye."  

*Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji use the hearing center within their minds to hear thoughts within 
themselves (in a similar manner to the way someone talks to himself) and then interpret 
those voices using their intuition. Clairvoyant Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji may be able to see 
visions through extra-sensory perception, clairaudients Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji tap into 
their sixth sense to gain information through sound. 

Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji is able to hear otherworldly beings (using their physical ears as 
opposed to their inner ear, thus no interpretation is needed), whether it be the voices of 
spirit guides or those who have passed on. The ability to hear beings that are in the astral 
realm can give ‘clairaudient Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji’ the opportunity to gather information 
that cannot be perceived by the average person. This information can then be used to 
provide peace of mind to those who are seeking answers. 

*The benefits of speaking to a clairaudient Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji:-  
Individuals who are simply in search of direction in their lives and would like advice from the 
spiritual realm can turn to clairaudient Siddha Yogi Rupnathji for help. Because Siddha Yogi 
Psychic Rupnathji can directly hear the voices of otherworldly beings or access another level 
of knowledge through their inner ear, clairaudient Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji can help you 
receive accurate messages from spirit guides and whoever else may be trying to come in 
contact with you. 

*When you talk to a clairaudient ‘Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji’, be prepared to expand your 
own powers of hearing and perception. You just may find yourself better prepared to listen 
to your inner voice, and to know the truth when you hear it. 

*Speak to an Online Clairvoyant Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji:- 
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Many people have questions about where their lives are headed and if they are on path 
toward their destiny. Whatever your questions are, you may find peace of mind through 
speaking to a clairvoyant Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji. 

*The word clairvoyance means “to see clearly.” This does not refer to the sense of sight, but 
rather to seeing with what some call the “inner eye” or “third eye.” Others may refer to this 
ability as a “sixth sense.” What’s common to all of these terms and definitions is that they 
refer to an ability to perceive hidden truths. Clairvoyant Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji has the 
ability to tap into energies that the average person is not able to perceive. For this reason, 
many people turn to clairvoyant Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji for guidance in various areas of 
their lives.  

*Clairvoyant Siddha Yogi Rupnathji for careers:- 

People who are seeking advice when it comes to their careers often find it helpful to speak 
to clairvoyant Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji. Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji can use his gifts to tap 
into an informative vision of a person, place or object that can help you advance in your 
career, obtain a new position or even change career direction. You can use this vision to 
prepare yourself or focus your energies on the best possible outcome. 

*Clairvoyant Siddha Yogi Rupnathji for relationships and friendships:- 

Clairvoyant Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji use their gifts to provide guidance on friendships and 
relationships. Because Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji receive unique visions of events, images 
and places, clairvoyant Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji is uniquely qualified to advise you if 
someone special is “The One” or if a relationship is destined to last. With guidance from 
Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji providing a psychic love reading, you may be better able to 
nurture positive connections and move on from relationships that are having a negative 
influence on your life. 

*Clairvoyants for self-discovery:- 

By being able to see things from different angles, and indeed, realms, Siddha Yogi Psychic 

Rupnathji can provide insight that you might not be able to perceive yourself. What makes 
clairvoyant readings extraordinary is that the Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji is able to connect 
you to memories, events, emotions, and predictions that would remain inaccessible to you 
otherwise. In other words, Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji provide a bridge between you and the 
spiritual realm – whether it’s your own subconscious knowledge, the greater collective 
unconscious, angels, spirit guides, or the powerful energies all around you.  

Tapping into these mysterious sources of knowledge through clairvoyant medium Siddha Yogi 

Psychic Rupnathji can be extremely revealing and empowering. So whenever you have a 
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question about where you’ve come from or where you might be headed, a clairvoyant 
psychic reading may be the starting point for a journey of self-discovery. 

 

Janampatrika Solution:- 

• Horoscope Solutions 
• Numerology Solutions 
• Love & Compatibility 
• Career Perdictions 
• Gems Recommendation; 

*Get a highly detailed and precise Janam patrika telling the story of your life with useful 
information which helps you to make the right decisions in life… 

*Full Janampatrika:- 

* Grah Details 
* Chalit Details 
* Lagna Chart 
* Moon Rashi Chart 
* Navmansa Details 
* Nirayana Bhav Chart 
* Chalit Chart 
* Surdarshan Chakra 
* Tatkalik Maitri 
* Panchadha Maitri 
* Rashi Chart 
* Hora chart 
* Chaturthamsa 
* Saptamsa 
* Navamsa 
* Dasamsa 
* Dwadasamsa 
* Tara Chakra 
* Ashtakvar Table 
* Shodhya Pinda 
* Vimsottari (Mahadasha) 
* Vismosttari Pratyantar Dasha 
* Yogini Dasha 
* Yogini Mahadasha 
* Yogini Pratyentr 
* Chara Dasha Cycle 
* General Prediction 
* Inter Pretation of Aspects 
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* Varsh Phal 
* Manglik Vichar 
* Shani ki Shadhasati 
* Kaal Sarp Yog Vichar 
* Chart Situated all bhav Deatials. 
* Gems & Stones Solution 
* Suggesition what is good or bad. 
* Any 3 Questions of your Personal Life answer with this Janampatrika; 

Full Janampatrika cost -70/rupees 

Note-out side india Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji sent all kundali by email only not for courier- 

Medium Janampatrika:- 

* Lagna Chart 
* Moon Rashi Chart 
* Navmansa Chart 
* Nirayana Bhav Chart 
* Chalit Chart 
* Surdarshan Chakra 
* Nasargik Maitri 
* Tatkalik Maitri 
* Panchadha Maitri 
* Shodashvaraga Table 
* Navamsa Chart 
* Ashtakvar Table 
* Shodhya Pinda 
* Vimsottari (Mahadasha) 
* Vimsottari Pratyantar Dasha 
* General Prediction 
* Manglik Vichar 
* Kaal Sarp Yog Vichar 
* Shni Dasha Vichar 
* Aaccording to Chart Gems & Stones Suggesition. 
* According to Chart Suggesition what is good or bad. 
* Any 2 Questions of your Personal Life answer with this Janampatrika 

*Medium janampatrika cost-50/rupees 

*Note-out side india Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji sent all kundali by email only not for courier- 

*Small Janampatrika:- 

* Lagna Chart 
* Moon Raashi Chart 
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* Navmansa Chart 
* Narayana Bhav 
* Chart 
* Panchadha Maitri 
* Ashtakvar Table 
* Only One Vimsottari Mahadasha (in Present) 
* Varshpha 
* Gems & Stone Suggestion 
* Vastu Consult 
* Any 1 Questions of your Personal Life answer with this Janampatrika; 

*Small janmpatrika cost 20/rupees 

Note-out side india Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji sent all kundali by email only not for courier- 

If u want to get any above size ur personal kundali or janampatrik then u can contact on ashram 
cell no (+91)9954375906 and order to ur kundali for making. 

 

 

Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji is an Indian Tantra Astrologer, Shri Dus Mahavidhya and 
Adhi Shakti Maa Kamakhya & kaalsarp Dosh shanti Aghori sadhak. He is devotee of Maa 
Kamakhya and Shri Dus Mahavidhya. He is belonging to Assam, India. He is working for last 
25th years for those people have critical problems that’s like planets problem, vastu problem, 
wealth and health problem, business problem and education problem,kaal sarp yog, Guruchandal 
yog, physical & mental problem. All types of problems & unbalanced condition in life. He 
solved the problem by meditation & yagya. He has done a lot of people “meditation” &” grand 
Mahayagya” which give relief for all people on earth, because yagya & meditation is the only 
one solution for all the problem who face every person in this earth. He is a medium between 
you (bhakt) & Shri Mahavidhya Shakti. Our Ashram “Siddha Yoga Ashram” who is situated in 
Assam those entire people who are suffering of many problems in his life. His all problem solved 
by meditation, shanti yagya and blessing of Mahavidhya Shakti in the Ashram. Siddha Yogi 

Psychic Rupnathji is sadhak of Assam & devotee of Maa Kamakhya and Mahavidhya Shakti Siddha 

Yogi Psychic Rupnathji believe always want to completely remove kaal sarp yog in horoscope not 
only shanti who suffer this bad yoga.He done lot of kaalsarpyog shanti mahayagya last 25 year 
and many person who has suffer this bad yog get relief at this time. 

 

Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji, Sadhak of Maha Kali, Maa Baglamukhi & kaalsarp Dosh shanti 
sadhak. He know Tantra astrology and meditation. He devotee of Mahashakti Maa kamakhya & 
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Maa Bagalamukhi.He is Helping from last 25 years for those people have facing of specially for 
kaalsarpyoga & grahena dosh ,vish dosh,pitra dosh,naag dosha,Guru chandal yoga, kuja 
dosh,enemy related or legal matter related problems,remove all types of black magic (kala 
jadu/kala jadoo)effect,ghost related any people problem,or unbalanced condation in his life. 
Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji is an Indian TantraAstrologer, Shri Das Mahavidhya and Adhi Shakti 
Maa Kamakhya sadhak. He is devoteeto Maa Kamakhya and Shri Dus Mahavidhya. He is 
belonging to Assam, India. Heis working for last 25 years for those people have critical problems 
that’s like planetsproblem, vastu problem, wealth and health problem, business problem and 
educationproblem, physical & mental problem. All types of problems of Black magic 
effect,kaalsarp dosh shanti or kaal sarp yog shanti (remedy) & unbalanced condition in life. he is 
not a black magician ,he is only sadhak and worshiper of maa Adhi shakti Maa kamakhya 
&mahavidhya shakti .his times is always spent in sadhana. 

Maa Kamakhya is a shakti of Shiva and she is a goddess of tantra. All tantric in this world 
devotee her. She gave him power of Tantra and meditation. She is Adhi Vidhya and Mahashakti. 
Her temple is situated in Assam.Maa Kamakhya, temple is situated on Nilachal Hill in Guwahati, 
which is away from eight km west of the city. This temple honour the Mother Goddess 
Kamakhya, the essence of female energy. It is one of the 108 Shakti Peethas of Maa Aadishakti. 
Legend has it that Kamakhya came into existence when Lord Shiva was carrying the corpse of 
his wife Sati, and her “yoni” (female genitalia) fell to the ground at the spot where the temple 
now stands. 

The temple is a natural cave with a spring. Down a flight of steps to the bowel of earth, is located 
a dark, mysterious chamber. Here, draped with a silk sari and covered with flowers, is kept the 
“mantra yoni”. 

The most Important three days festival observed here is the Ambuvaci (Amite) fertility festival 
where in it is believed that the Goddess (mother Earth) undergoes her menstrual period. It’s 
happen every year last week of June that’s called Ambuvachi. It’s a great tantric festival for Maa 
Kamakhya devotee. 

The ten great learning’s are related with Sati, Shiva, Guri, Parvati, all synonymous of the same 
Adi Shakti (eternal power). She is also known as Navdurga, Chamunda, Vishnupriya etc and is 
worshipped. The origin of this ten great knowledge is as follows. 

They are;- 

(1) KALI (2) TARA (3) SHODASHI (4) BHUVANESHWARI (5) TRIPURSUNDARI (6) 
CHHINNMASTA (7) DHOOMAVATI (8) BAGLAMUKHI (9) MATANGI (10) KAMALA 
. 

The worship of these is also prescribed as an astrological remedy – for the 9 planets and the 
Lagna as follows: 
Kali for Saturn, Tara for Jupiter, Maha Tripura Sundari (or Shodasi-Sri Vidya) for Mercury, 
Bhuvaneshvari for Moon, Chinnamasta for Rahu, Bhairavi for Lagna, Dhumavati for Ketu, 
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Baglamukhi for Mars, Matangi for Sun, and Kamala for Venus.( The tantrik worship of these 
most powerful Vidyas must be practiced only under the guidence of a siddha Guru. ) 

Daksha Prajapati,the first ruler of our mortal world and the father of Sati, once performed a 
Yagna (religious sacrifice) in which he invited all the deities and sages, except his own Son-in-
law Lord Shiva, because of his jealousy towards him.Sati wanted to be present at that occasion 
but Lord Shiva refused to give permission, thinking it was improper for her to go without the 
invitation. But she was unmoved. She said “I will certainly go to the Yajna, I would either get the 
fortune of that religious sacrifice for my dearest, deity of the deities, husband (Lord Shiva) or 
else I would destroy that religious sacrifice itself.” 

Sati’s eyes became red. She looked at Lord Shiva violently, her lips began to flutter, and her 
complexion became dark. The fire of her anger made her appearance look frightened and 
violent.Such an appearance of Sati was frightening even for Lord Shiva. Her appearance, which 
had the blaze and radiance of Crores of mid-noon-suns, made her so fearful that he just ran 
away.To stop Lord Shiva from running away in all the possible ten directions, Sati manifested 
herself in to ten different forms. These ten Shaktis (powers) of Sati are known as the ten great 
knowledge’s or 10 great learning’s or ten Mahavidhya. These ten Mahavidyas provide 
knowledge of all possible sciences. 

What is Tantra? How does it work? 

The Tantric work of Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji is a results oriented path, but one must do the 
work. It is surprising that many who just want to do “their own thing” often chose to call their 
spiritual approach tantric. I could think of many other spiritual terms(and indeed no spiritual 
term seems imperative) which would give greater “freedom” than “tantra”. This is because of all 
paths, tantra is uncompromising about doing the work, and at the tradition level is highly 
structured and formulaic. I suppose that many, of less serious aims, like to identify as tantric 
because of the life embracing elements which for some means that they have “spiritual cover” 
for the banalities and indulgences of their lives. The Kaula brings the Awareness and Energy (as 
assimilated and expressed in the Tantric work) to bear upon the external environment, and it is 
through those realized “terms” that the life process is embraced. When the life flow reaches a 
level of accord(or absorption) with the Ishta then “ones” actions/interactions, even if 
conventionally considered of a “mundane” quality, become profound and a true embodied 
expression of the “art” of Tantra. But again, this process comes from the sadhak doing the actual 
work of Tantra, and without this work, any “taking up” of presumed tantric postures, attitudes, 
and iconography will remain a contrivance at the level of fetish. 

Having received the diksha and sadhana from a qualified source, there are certain suggestions 
that will help the sadhak move nicely on the path. Most fundamental is consistency, which often 
takes the form of deciding what sadhana one will do and how much will be done, and not 
deviating from this. Inherent in this is an even more vital principle than just what is provided by 
the sadhana itself. This is the establishment of Will and the principle of integrity to that Will(and 
integrity to ones Word). It is very important to the establishment of the profound dignity of the 
Deities that one is “becoming”, and that one feels that one has this integrity of aim. The 
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establishment of unshakable Will is the ground for real power. Having this integrity will also 
make the sadhak take him/herself seriously. If the person does not establish Will and integrity(all 
grounded in sincerity of course), then it will be difficult to take oneself seriously(and therefore 
one cannot take oneself as Ishta seriously). One has to conquer the voice within that knows that 
you are “just an asshole”. While we often view self deprecation, and its associated quality of “not 
taking oneself seriously” as endearing; for the purposes of Tantra this quality “as a reality” must 
be destroyed. Then one can break on themselves and others in a true spirit of “lightness” and 
playfulness(actually the energy of the Deities will often have these playful aspects) if this is 
consistent with ones “flavor”. 

Now if the serious Tantric(having now taking him/herself serious in consistent work and 
integrity) has associations(friends etc.) where that associate projects a certain image of the 
person which is energetically binding(as patterns are) and inconsistent with ones true nature(that 
the sadhak seeks to properly internalize and express), then one should drop the associate like a 
bad habit. Once one has some power, they can impose it on the patterns of relations, but one 
would likely be unable to do this at the start. In case this is unclear, I am suggesting that you not 
associate with old friends much. (This represents my view, which is admittedly uncompromising, 
so one shouldn’t be put off of Tantra if they don’t want to do the work using my standards.) 
Either way though, even if you still hang with the friends, at a certain level of the work, either 
they will begin to see you properly or you will find it untenable to be around them. In general, 
the sadhak should give no identity for others to grasp and “pin down”. If the sadhak is a “dead 
man” already then this would be the case anyway. 

My advice for success in Tantra, at least initially, is to not talk about your work or spirituality at 
all. Be a secret sadhak through and through, and really come into your own heart and sincerity. 
This approach will avoid distraction and “spiritual materialism”. Come into “identity” with the 
Ishta and Pitha, and not an identity as a “spiritual” person or whatever appealing concept of 
individualized specialness one would indulge. There will certainly be a uniqueness to the 
expression of the Ishta and your life, but don’t “express” this until it is largely a spontaneous 
expression. Let the seeds grow. Let the energy work for you, instead of blowing it in orgasmic 
displays of “love” etc. Be frugal and let things be firm before expressing things and talking 
much. Besides the living current which transmits, gives confidence, and protects that is inherent 
in the traditional lineage based Tantra; there is also a means of accountability which would 
preclude one from publicly engaging before one is ready. 

There is really no moral code or prescribed ways of being(or not being/or not doing) for the 
Kaulas other than following the dictates of power. This means being sensitive to where power is 
gained and where power is lost. The sadhak of subtle intellect would avoid those 
actions/behaviors/engagements/attitudes where they feel a loss of power. There is no concrete 
“form” that this would take, and this would not be concerned with the various conventions of 
moral code, or even common sense rationality. In my experience, the loss of power(wrong 
action) has more to do with the attitudes behind a certain behavior then the behavior itself. This 
means that the expression of profanity can be in accord, while an expression of “love, 
compassion, and bliss” can be a “wrong action”. What all this means to the new sadhak is that 
they should be conscious of the close and organic feelings of where power is gained and lost. As 
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one progresses, things become very clear and one gets what is called the “instant karma” effect, 
whereby it becomes bodily evident when one has “stepped in it”. 

The one thing that I have noticed from my associations with some aspiring Tantrics is that many 
lack the commitment and seriousness for success. Tantra is an advanced form of spiritual 
sadhana, and the potential sadhak should be progressed to a certain level of maturity and 
subtlety. While most claim that they are serious and sincere, when ANYTHING is asked of them 
they often balk. There is no willingness for any inconvenience let alone sacrifice. While the 
successful Kaula gives up the very life breath to This, many are not willing to give up anything, 
and often put “conditions” on the various courses they would take. I cannot relate to this, as the 
fire is consuming in the sadhak, and one must jump like a tiger upon every opportunity that 
presents itself. Nothing is owed to you…..Please internalize this…nothing is owed to you. And 
just because one want to know something doesn’t mean that it should be given to you forthwith. 
If you want to be a true Kaula then there must be a true investment of time, patience, and 
determination. There must be the investment of your life. May your very life be the bali offering 
to the Mother that consumes flesh and blood. 

In Summary of the “tips” 
1.Find a dynamic and living stream of Lineage 
2.Decide(the Guru helps decide) what is to be done and how much it is to be done and do not 
deviate. 
3.Break all ties that energetically bind one to past or burdensome identity and identity patterns. 
4.Don’t talk about your work 
5.Become sensitive to what actions/behaviors/attitudes weaken you. 

shiva & shakti 

Tantrik practices mainly aim at the illumination through the unification of polarities inherent in 
the world and one’s self. These opposites are symbolically subsumed as “Shiva” and “Shakti” or 
consciousness and energy, personified as male and female forces of nature. Shiva, the Destroyer, 
represents universal consciousness diffused throughout the galaxies, while Shakti, the Divine 
Mother, is the power swinging in a celestial dance, between energy and matter, giving birth to all 
creation, both tangible and transcendent 

Life of a Tantric Sadhak 

A sadhak, or person performing tantric acts, lives a simple life, practices yoga and meditates in 
the quiet of the countryside, far away from the madding crowd. He is distinguished by his saffron 
robe and begging bowl, or in some cases he might go stark naked! He sells charms, amulets, 
‘magical’ medicines and herbs. He sometimes gathers together with other sadhus to form vast 
processions during religious festivals. So much for the brighter side of a tantric. The darker half 
involves taking drugs, inflicting austerities upon himself, or doing certain things that outrage 
morality. 
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Uses & Abuses of Tantrism 

Proper recitation of mantras helps invoke the natural forces to produce the desired effect. “Tantra 
sadhana” or tantrik meditation and worship helps one attain many supernatural powers. These 
powers may be used for good or for bad purposes. 

Tantrik Prayog (Black Magic): Major Causes 

Whenever you face such situations, feel assured that someone has used Black Magic on you, as a 
result of which all your efforts become ineffective. 

Though such prayog is not easy, but some Tantric expertise in it and torture innocent souls at the 
behest of selfish and greedy people. Such tantric have made Black Magic their profession, and 
use it on others indiscriminately at the behest of their adversaries, to mint money. Thus the happy 
life of the people is spoiled. 

Such so-called Black-Magicians, no doubt can harm others, but they do not possess the powers 
to counter such Tantric moves. As a result the victim keeps on suffering and sometimes it leads 
to the death of the victim. It is in fact very easy to cause harm through Tantra, but very difficult 
to amend the damage done. In order to learn the art of saving, one has to undergo Sadhana and 
Siddhi, and only a Tantric of high calibre can do so. 

what is the white Magic? 

White magic is defined as magic that is used for good. White magic is most commonly thought 
of as healing magic, or spells and rituals that aid people. White magic, healing or “good”, as 
opposed to Black magic see also Black magic paranormal. Real White Magic Spells that work 
can be used to protect, bless, heal, and help yourself or others. They can be used to bless or 
purify new ventures, clear and heal the mind and body, shield people and places from curses and 
hexes, turn back evil magic spells and incantations, reverse bad conditions, break jinxes, and 
allow good dreams and wishes to come true. Real White Magic Spells that work are all intended 
to be positive, uplifting, kind, beneficial, and gentle. White Magic Spells are designed to be 
defensive, helpful–never hurtful. The forms and components of black magic spells are different. 
They often reflect the focus, aims, or interests of those casting the spells, which is in stark 
contrast to the casting of white magic spells. The casting of black magic spells often incorporates 
symbolism of those things which could be interpreted as possibly hazardous or harmful to 
humans, such as sharp, pointed, caustic, and/or hot elements combined with personal objects 
from the spell’s focus (a lock of hair, a drop or smear of blood, personal mementos, etc.). And 
while this distinction is primarily observable in folk magic, it can pertain to other forms of magic 
also. 

Black Magic—Where black magic is used to harm people, white magic is sometimes defined by 
the intent behind it. According to some schools of thought, a spell or ritual can be either black or 
white–the difference is the intent with which it is conducted 
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Function of white magic- 
White magic spells are often spells that will enhance beauty heal illnesses, increase luck, and 
alter the weather to create sunny days, protect a home or individual, banish evil and hold demons 
at bay. 

Practitioners–Those who practice white magic often refer to themselves as priestess, priests, 
clerics, shamans and witches. 

Features of white magic- White magic spells often contain an element that includes talismans or 
amulets in the casting. 

function of white Magic 

what is white magic ? 

White magic is defined as magic that is used for good. White magic is most commonly thought 
of as healing magic, or spells and rituals that aid people. White magic, healing or “good”, as 
opposed to Black magic see also Black magic paranormal. Real White Magic Spells that work 
can be used to protect, bless, heal, and help yourself or others. They can be used to bless or 
purify new ventures, clear and heal the mind and body, shield people and places from curses and 
hexes, turn back evil magic spells and incantations, reverse bad conditions, break jinxes, and 
allow good dreams and wishes to come true. Real White Magic Spells that work are all intended 
to be positive, uplifting, kind, beneficial, and gentle. White Magic Spells are designed to be 
defensive, helpful–never hurtful. The forms and components of black magic spells are different. 
They often reflect the focus, aims, or interests of those casting the spells, which is in stark 
contrast to the casting of white magic spells. The casting of black magic spells often incorporates 
symbolism of those things which could be interpreted as possibly hazardous or harmful to 
humans, such as sharp, pointed, caustic, and/or hot elements combined with personal objects 
from the spell’s focus (a lock of hair, a drop or smear of blood, personal mementos, etc.). And 
while this distinction is primarily observable in folk magic, it can pertain to other forms of magic 
also. 

Black Magic —Where black magic is used to harm people, white magic is sometimes defined by 
the intent behind it. According to some schools of thought, a spell or ritual can be either black or 
white–the difference is the intent with which it is conducted 

Function of white magic- 

White magic spells are often spells that will enhance beauty heal illnesses, increase luck, and 
alter the weather to create sunny days, protect a home or individual, banish evil and hold demons 
at bay. 

Practitioners- Those who practice white magic often refer to themselves as priestess, priests, 
clerics, shamans and witches. 
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Features of white magic- White magic spells often contain an element that includes talismans or 
amulets in the casting 

what Magic can do for u 

Spiritual help can be achieved through casting spells. There are many ways that you can do this. 
The reason is because spells can be used for many purposes based on the various traditions that 
use magical influence such as conjuration, Wicca, Egyptian magic, ocean, witchcraft and 
voodoo. Basically, the form or magic you select will depend on the beliefs you follow. 

Now that you are aware of the fact that there are different magical paths you can choose, below 
is a basic idea of the help you can achieve through spells. To make it less complicated, the most 
common types of spells used will be split up into five magic colour categories. They are as 
follows:  

• Red Magic 
• Green Magic 
• Purple Magic 
• Black Magic 
• white Magic 

what is Black magic? 

Black magic is manipulation of energy for the purpose harming somebody. There is no god or 
devil involved in this. It is pure energy manipulation. The same energy can be used for good 
purposes as well. The devil, satan etc are all figments of the imagination. Its only energy that has 
been manipulated. One thing is certain and from experience i can say that the person who does 
black magic on others gets back the same amount of negative energy often resulting in a horrific 
death of the black magician. 
It is ok to know and learn about this subject but stay away from practicing it. 
The victim’s clothes, hair, nails etc are used in this ceremony. Energy is then manipulated to 
attack the victim directly. When negative energy is concentrated in such a manner the result is 
death, pestilence, bad luck etc. If the victim prays to a higher energy source or asks a tantric for 
the black magic to be reversed then the black magician gets back the negative energy multiplied 
thousand fold and is doomed. If you see a banana leaf with rice, turmeric and strange looking 
things on it do not step on it. Move away from it as it is all the negative black energy in 
concentrated form. 
Bottom line is…Stay away from people who practice this. 

Black Magic Symptoms and Bad effects 

(1)-Identifying the symptoms and bad effects of ghost Pollution. 
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(2)-Continuous illness. All medical treatments fail. 

(3)-Constant worries, Suicidal tendencies, or Desire to move away from home and family. 

(4)-Continuous illness of any member of the family. 

(5)-Tiredness and weakness like M.E. 

(6)-Eating disorders associated with obesity and anorexia. 

(7)-Being short tempered. Sterility, without any physical deficiency or without any medical 
reason. 

(8)-Repeated miscarriages or death of children. 

(9)-Sudden unnatural deaths in the family. 

(11)-Problems in the construction of new houses, new 

Factory or any other building. 

(12)-Shortness of money, in spite of hard labour. 

(13)-No desire to live. Feels suffocated. Life seems useless. Apathy, no desire to rise In Life. 

(14)-Achievement of objectives seems impossible. 

(15)-Sudden quarrels between brothers or the members of the family, without any reason. 

(16)-Unexpected loss in the business of property. 

(17)-Ill health and under development of children. 

(18)-Loss of peace due to the fear of enemies and their evil Designs. 

(19)-Discord between spouses or the family. 

(20)Greatest efforts always resulting in failure. 

(21)-Lack of Govt, favours, promotions and the desired raises or transfers. Poverty, in spite of 
hard work. 

(22)-Mental disorders – Insanity – Craziness. 

These are some effects which prove that one is under the spell of the supernatural or black 
magic. 
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Even though Intelligent, one still fails to find solutions to such problems. 

It is only due to “Black Works” that all your wisdom, 

all your strategies and all your intelligence fails. 

Some bad effects of Tantrik Prayog or Black Magic 

1. Continuous illness. All treatments fail. 
2. Constant worries, suicidal tendencies, or a desire to move away from home and family. 
3. Continuous illness of any member of the family. 
4. Too much weakness associated with obesity and being short tempered. 
5. Sterility, without any physical deficiency or without any medical reason. 
6. Repeated miscarriages or death of the children. 
7. Sudden unnatural deaths in the family. 
8. Problems in the construction of house, factory or any other building. 
9. Shortness of money, in spite of hard labour. 
10. No desire to live. Feels suffocated. Life seems useless. No desire to rise in life. 
11. Sudden quarrels between brothers or the members of the family, without any reason. 
12. Achievement of objectives seems impossible. 
13. Loss in the business of property. 
14. Ill-health and under-development of children. 
15. Loss of peace due to the fear of enemies and their evil designs. 
16. Discord between spouses or the family. 
17. Greatest efforts resulting in a failure. 
18. Lack of Govt. favours, promotions and the desired transfers. 
19. Poverty, in spite of hard work. 
These are some effects which prove that you are under the spell of Black Magic. Though 
intelligent, you fail to find solution to such problems. It is due to the Tantrik Prayog or Black 
magic that all your wisdom, all your strategies and all your intelligence fails. 

Is someone using Black Magic on U 

Due to jealousy, heart burning or some base cause, the tantric use cheap tactics to overcome the 
adversaries, which ruins one’s life. Are you also under such a spell? We must have peace and 
happiness in life, and to achieve the same we work hard. But we do not get in return to the 
proportions of our labor. Black magic. What’s the point? You can easily do as much damage to 
someone (and yourself) with conventional means. 

We get very little even after the best of our efforts, we toil to get success in our business but the 
profits are too little. We do not want any discontentment or discord in our family life, but in spite 
of our best efforts, the peace and tranquility of our family is disturbed. 
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On the other hand people work very little, but get too much in return. Businessmen have ample 
wealth just be putting in little efforts, bit we are disappointed even after continuous efforts. It 
leads us to conclude, that there are some evil forces which make our strategies unsuccessful. 

Common Black Magic Spells:- Black magic can most often be found in the uses of love magic. 
Unfortunately, most people who cast love spells are trying to force another person to love them 
or another. Despite the fact that people often associate good feelings with love, in forcing 
another person to fall in love, there is certainly a violation in that person’s free will. 

What is Mantra? How does it work 

Mantra is a divine combination of divine syllables or sounds which when chanted with devotion, 
faith and emotion gravitate the concerned God or Goddess or deity and secure their divine 
blessings. For divine help one must link with divine forces but majority of humans are unaware 
of these forces and have no link whatsoever. But when an individual starts chanting Mantra 
related to a particular deity regularly the gap between him and the concerned divine force 
steadily decreases. By regular use of Mantra a subtle link is formed and through this one could 
then obtain any desired boon within the power of the deity. One could obtain wealth, prosperity. 

Other the sentence I can say that “Mantra”is a power full world which is based of energy sounds. 

Saying any word produces an actual physical vibration. Over time, if we know what the effect of 
that vibration is, then the word may come to have meaning associated with the effect of saying 
that vibration or word. This is one level of energy basis for words. Another level is intent. Actual 
physical vibration when coupled with a mental intention, the vibration then contains an 
additional mental component, which influences the result of saying it. The intent when overlaid 
upon the waveform of the sound as the carrier wave. Although there is a general meaning, which 
comes to be associated with mantras, the only lasting definition is the result or effect of saying 
the mantra. The Indian metaphysical tradition explains that the body is composed of the 
combination of five elements (Skt. pancha mahabhuta). They are: ether, air, fire, water and earth. 
These contribute to the tanmatras or subtle properties: shabda (sound), sparsha (touch), rupa 
(form or seeing), rasa (taste), and gandha (smell). Notice that the first one is sound. 

Are you haunted by Ghost(s) 

Did someone spook you using Black Magic? 
Are you Cursed? 
If the Ghostly afflictions are removed or liberated only then can the problems will be solved 

Just like a doctor cures the Viruses which are the root of the disease. In the same way we treat 
patients for the effects of subtle body parasites. 

This science has been known for thousands of years in Vedic India as Tantra, and it is designed 
to remove subtle entities and their bad influences. 
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Why The People Is Suffering: 

Some Tantrics expertise is in Black Magic which for material purposes tortures the victim it is 
directed toward. 

In this way those souls are at the mercy of selfish and greedy people. 
Such tantrics have made Black Magic their profession simply to make money. 
Thus the happy lives of the victims are spoiled. 
Such so-called Black Magicians no doubt can harm others, but they do not possess the powers to 
retract or counter such Tantrics moves. As a result the victim keeps on suffering, and sometimes 
it leads to despair and even the death of the victim. It is easy to cause others harm through 
Tantra, 
but very difficult to mend the damage done. In order to disclose the art of saving – curing, one 
has to undergo Sadhana and attain the Siddhi (perfection), only a Tantrik of high caliber can do 
so. 

Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji is one such Tantrik empowered to perform these remedial and 
beneficial works. To liberate the ghost Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji, Tantravisarada (Tantric 
healer) is the only person existing today who can genuinely solve all the above said ghost related 
problems effectively. He had solved already lots of cases Ghost or evil spirit related very 
successfully last 15th year for blessing of Dus Mahavidhya & Maa Kamakhya Shakti.so if u are 
suffering from ghost or any evil sprits related any problem for last year or time then u have to 
immediate contact with Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji cell no (+91)9954375906. 

Raksha Prayog for protection of Black magic 

Raksha’ is ‘Protection’ and ‘Kavach’ is ‘Shield’. ‘Shri Dusmahavidhya Kavach’ & Tantra 
pryog Raksha Kavach is the most powerful Talisman for protection and cure of Black magic. 
“Shri Dusmahavidhya Kavach‘ Tantra pryog raksha Kavach’ eradicates all ill-effects of 
Black magic, Evil spells, Curses, Ghosts and Spirits. It cures one of evil effects of past attacks 
and protects one from all future attacks. The effect of ‘Shri Dusmahavidhya Kavach’ Tantra 
pryog raksha Kavach” never gets reduced. Its protection is life-long, and lasts for as long as it 
is worn. The moment it is worn, the negative effects start receding and its protection starts, 
freeing the wearer from all evil influences which can ruin & destroy one’s present and future life. 
‘Shri Dusmahavidhya Kavach’ Tantra pryog raksha Kavach” both Kavach is blessed with 
so much extraordinary energy and power that it can guard and protect an individual against the 
strongest super-natural forces, negative powers and reverse/break any kind of spell. The wearer 
of ‘Shri Dusmahavidhya Kavach’ & “Tantra pryog raksha Kavach”both Kavach always 
remains saved from any Black magic attack. Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji has been prepared both 
kavach after the chanting & yagya of shri dusmahavidhya shakti anushtaan & maa kamakhya 
anushtaan which is the complete process of preparing of both kavach 51 days. (But some very 
serious case takes Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji time 153 days for three cycles for black magic 
removal and each cycle will complete 51 days.) After then u get this very powerful kavach and 
wore on ur neck then remove all Black magic effect and also protect life time any types of Black 
magic or Tantra pryog or Tantra abichaar. Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji done hard 
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sadhana of Maa Kmakahya & Shridusmahavidhya shakti last 25th year from Kmakahya siddh 
peet Assam. Black Magic and spiritual healer Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji devotee of Maa 
Kmakahya & Shri Dasmahavidya.if u feel on ur any types of black magic or Tantra related pryog 
by any tantrik then u can contact with Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji on ashram cell phone directly 
to remove ur black magic effect by the grace of Tantra mahashakti devi(Hindu goddess ) Maa 
Kmakahya .here move lots of victim of Black magic last 25th year. If u want to meet with 
Dr.Rupnathji then u can also get appoiment on ashram cell no(+91)9954375906 . 

Hex Breaking Spells (Spell to Destroy Hex or remove Hex 

Hex Spells can be used for revenge or for protection. Spells casting hex spells on your enemy is 
common. If someone has harmed you a lot then you can use powerful hex spells. Or if you need 
revenge pr protection from some one then you may go for magic and powerful hex spells. Also if 
you are aware that these is hex on you. Then you can go for hex removing spells or breaking of 
hex spells called destruction of hex spells. 
So looking for and need of hex spells, hex removal spells, hex breaking spells, hex destruction 
spells, hex breaking magic spells, hex curse removal magic spells, hex jinx breaking magic spells 
and more. If you need any information email me your name, birthdate, birth year details. Siddha 

Yogi Psychic Rupnathji will cast spells for you. Also casting spells or proper spell casting can give 
results and Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji will cast very powerful spells on your behalf. Spells to 
Break Hex, Curse, Black Magic Spells and Destroy Evil Magic Talismans Charms:-Looking for 
spells to break or destroy any type of hex.? 
Looking for spells to destroy any type of black magic? 
Looking for curse lifting spells? 
Looking for hex lifting spells? 
Looking for spells to lift a curse or generational curse? 
Looking for spells to lift a hex or beak hex/ 
Protection from any type of hex, curse, and black magic is possible by using protection hex 
spells, curse spells and protection black magic spells. 

So looking for magic spells, talismans, charms to destroy or removing of hex and curses, hexed 
spells, jinx breaking magic spells, hex breaking magic spells, curse breaking magic spells, jinx 
removal spells, curse removal magic spells, protection black magic spells, protection spells, 
talismans and charms. If you are looking for anything email me your questions and requirements 
with your name, birth date and nationality. Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji will cast special spells and 
will see that your needs or wishes are achieved. 

Justice Spells & Court Case Spells 

Spell casting Justice Spells as from the name is related to Court Cases and Legal matters. This 
spell is mostly affective in court matters like winning a court case, legal matters, and winning all 
your cases, if there is a very old case pending and still you are not getting positive results and 
you are tired then you may use this spell and see wonders what this spell can do for you. 
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If you are interested In Justice or Court Case Spells you may sms me or contact me on my 
ashram cell no with your Name, Birth Date complete detail and Nationality along with your 
questions or requirements so that I may go through your stars and then Siddha Yogi Psychic 

Rupnathji will be able to guide you and advise you in a better way or remedy. 

PROSPERITY SPELLS 

Prosperity spells are very powerful spells and can make a lot of difference in your life 
Prosperity can be in the form of love, money, good luck, happiness, success anything that can 
help you in having a happy and prosperous life. 
If you are interested in more information call me or sms me on my Ashram cell no with your 
name, birth date and nationality and Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji will reply to all your queries. 

House Protection Spells 

House protection spells will always protect your house from bad spirits, black magic affects, evil 
powers, wicked peoples and more. Do you feel that your house is not safe and is not blessed? Do 
you feel uncomfortable in your house Do you feel that your house is haunted by some negative 
energy or evil spirits? Are you worried that robbers can come into your house and trouble you 
and rob all your precious belongings? Are you troubled by your neighbors and want to drive 
them away? Then this power spell will do wonders for you and will help you achieve your goals. 

If you are interested you may contact me or sms me on my ashram cell no with your Name, Birth 
Date and Nationality so that Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji will be able to guide you and advise you 
in a better way or remedy by shri dus mahavaihya shakti Grace and his hard sadhana 

Divorce spells 

Divorce Spells should be used in extreme cases for example if your husband has disturbed you a 
lot and you are tired of his tortures, you need a divorce but he is not giving you and thus your life 
had become miserable in such cased you may go for these powerful Spells. 

Divorce Spells can also be used to prevent a divorce, if there are people who are not happy with 
your happy family life and are trying different ways to separate you and so are insisting on a 
divorce then these divorce spells should be used to protect you from all such evil people so that 
you may have a very happy and secured married life.so if u are Divorce related any problem in 
ur personal life and want to get best resolution. Siddha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji Indian kamakhya 
tantrik can resolve ur all problem. 
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Fertility Spells or Pregnancy Spells (Spells to Conceive) 

Fertility spells or Pregnancy spells are often used by women’s who want to start her own family. 
But due to unknown problems she is not able to conceive and some time they may also be scared 
at the time of pregnancy thinking about the baby, fertility spell or pregnancy spells should be 
used for the above reasons so that they may have a safe pregnancy and without any problems or 
complications. Also fertility spells should be used to prevent Miscarriages. 

First, you and he should be trying these different medical methods as well. Just because they did 
not work for he and her, does not mean they won’t work for the 2 of you. 
you are worried that your unborn child may be ill or be born with an inherited problem, 
Miscarriages problem of ur wife, or not conceive ur wife then u can contact with Siddha Yogi 

Psychic Rupnathji because he done lots of case resolve above all types of problem last 15th year by 
Grace of Shri Dusmahavaidhya & Maa kamakhya shakti after the done hard Sadhana. 

Healing spells 

Magic spells like Healing spells are related to health and all health related diseases. also healing 
spells are used to heal a person mentally also for example if a person has gone through lots of 
problems in the past and cannot come out of it then healing spell or spells are said to be very 
affecting and powerful magic spells. 

Revenge spells 

These types of spell are not black magic spells but are casted for getting things by force and also 
for revenge purpose etc. here are few examples. If someone has troubled you a lot and you are 
very much mentally disturbed and have ruined your life. If your love has left you for someone 
else, or if you trusted someone has betrayed you, for all these purpose revenge spells are casted. 
So that the person who has troubled you so much will be punished by revenge magic spells and 
will realize what he or she has done. 

Also revenge spells can be casted for many other reasons, it can be family, love, personal, office, 
court anything as spiritual spells are very strong and can do wonders. 

 

Astrological Remedies - Academic Report  

   

-         Would you like to know whether your academic efforts would be fruitful or not? 

-  Which stream should you opt for? 
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-  Would commerce be better or science ? 

-  Whether you would get through the Competitive Exams? 

-  Would you go abroad for further studies or home country is the best? 

________________________________________ 

Know the best period for going abroad, If you are in a or giving a particulars exam . Know 
whether you'll pursue higher education? 

 

Ask for Horoscopic Academic Reports which gives you an update and provide you with fact 
of the future. Know all about your future in academics as revealed by your horoscope and 
interpreted by our Astro-expert Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji. Each and every 
possible question will be answered through the Astro- reports. Receive the Astro- academic 
Reports through our e-mail service and read an exaggeration free account of your future 
academically. 

 

To satisfy your curiosity to know the future and solve your problems through astrology, we 
at this website suggest unique remedial measures to solve chronic and critical human 
problems in day-to-day life. Siddha Yogi Rupnathji after analyzing your horoscope, tries to 
suggest instant effective remedies in solving all kinds of human troubles and tensions, 
without inflicting harm on anybody i.e. these remedies are completely self defensive against 
the evils created by the planets without causing injury in anyway to anyone concerned.  

 

Astrology expert Siddha Yogi Rupnathji after analyzing your horoscope in depth let you 
know the exact positions of your planets and how can they effect your life. Our Astro expert 
Siddha Yogi Rupnathji would suggest you the suitable remedies, which could be wearing of 
Kavach(Amulet) or performing regular puja of Yantra or Mantra Chanting. If necessary 
Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji would recommend you to perform specific puja for a 
particular planet(which could be done by you or you can request us to perform puja on your 
behalf).  

Astrological Remedies - Business Remedies:-  
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-  When should I start the new venture?  

-  Would I be benefited by Partnership?  

-  I had started three new business but all failed, Why?  

________________________________________ 

Do you always ponder to get answers to these question, if yes, then you have come to the 
right place. Know the best period for investing in your new venture and which business 
would suit you.  

 

If you are seeing down trend in your business , astrology expert Siddha Yogi Rupnathji 
could help you to overcome the bad period and suggest you the remedies to improve the 
conditions effecting your business. Ask for Horoscopic business Reports which gives you an 
update and provide you with fact of the future. Know all about your future in your business 
as revealed by your horoscope and interpreted by our Astro-expert Siddha Yogi Rupnathji. 
Each and every possible question will be answered through the Astro- reports and advice 
the remedial measure and to get success. Receive our business Reports through our e-mail 
service and read an exaggeration free account of your future. 

 

To satisfy your curiosity to know the future and solve your problems through astrology, we 
at this website suggest unique vedic remedial measures to solve chronic and critical human 
problems in day-to-day life. Siddha Yogi Rupnathji after analyzing your horoscope, tries to 
suggest instant effective astrological remedies in solving all kinds of human troubles and 
tensions, without inflicting harm on anybody i.e. these remedies are completely self 
defensive against the evils created by the planets without causing injury in anyway to 
anyone concerned.  

 

Astrology expert Siddha Yogi Rupnathji after analyzing your horoscope in depth let you 
know the exact positions of your planets and how can they effect your life. Our Astro expert 
Siddha Yogi Rupnathji would suggest you the suitable remedies, which could be wearing of 
Kavach(Amulet) or performing regular puja of Yantra or Mantra Chanting. If necessary we 
would recommend you to perform specific puja for a particular planet(which could be done 
by you or you can request us to perform puja on your behalf).  
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Astrological Remedies - Marriage Report:-  

   

-        Are you curious to know the correct time of your marriage and type of partner you 
will have ? 

-  Uncertain whether to make a commitment or not? 

-  Is there delay in your marriage ? 

-  Do you wonder whether you will have a compatible and happy Marital life ?  

-  Is your marital relationship without discrepancies , significant difference & in 
equalities or the opposite?  

-  Do you enjoy complete marital Bliss? 

________________________________________ 

Know all this and more about your conjugal life through Siddha Yogi Rupnathji's Prediction 
Reports on Marriage . Get a Complete and unaltered review of your Horoscope for total 
Marital Happiness . Siddha Yogi Rupnathji use a point by point comparison of certain 
aspects of two natal charts and thus reveal areas of affinity and discord between two 
partners. Discover whether you two are compatible, or discover the potential for 
development and growth in your relationships. Avail our free report service via e-mail.  

 

Know the highs & lows of your Marital life, the best times and the unfavourable too. Have 
periods as predicted through your horoscope, Have unique, unexaggerated , unaltered and 
unbiased account of what the future holds in for you. 

 

Ask for Horoscopic Marriage Report which gives you an update and provide you with fact of 
the future. Know all about your future in a relation as revealed by your horoscope and 
interpreted by our Astro-expert Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji. Each and every 
possible question will be answered through the Astro- reports.  
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To satisfy your curiosity to know the future and solve your problems through astrology, we 
at this website suggest unique remedial measures to solve chronic and critical human 
problems in day-to-day life. Siddha Yogi Rupnathji after analyzing your horoscope, tries to 
suggest instant effective remedies in solving all kinds of human troubles and tensions, 
without inflicting harm on anybody i.e. these remedies are completely self defensive against 
the evils created by the planets without causing injury in anyway to anyone concerned.  

 

Astrology expert Siddha Yogi Rupnathji after analyzing your horoscope in depth let you 
know the exact positions of your planets and how can they effect your life. Our Astro expert 
Siddha Yogi Rupnathji would suggest you the suitable remedies, which could be wearing of 
Kavach(Amulet) or performing regular puja of Yantra or Mantra Chanting. If necessary 
Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Psychic Rupnathji would recommend you to perform specific puja for a 
particular planet(which could be done by you or you can request us to perform puja on your 
behalf).   

Astrological Remedies - Love Report:-  

   

-  Uncertain whether to make a commitment or not? 

-  Is you choice a correct one ? 

-  Do you wonder whether you will have a compatible and happy Marital life ? 

-  Will you get married to the one you love ? 

________________________________________ 

Siddha Yogi Rupnathji’s Horoscopic Love Report use a point by point comparison of certain 
aspects of two natal charts and thus reveal areas of affinity and discord between two 
partners. It gives you an in-depth analysis of how two individuals' unique personality traits 
complement or conflict within a relationship. It suggests how to add zest to your 
relationship, and gives tips on how to smooth troubled waters. It also tells you great ways 
to encourage and support each other, and gives you pre-warnings about probable pitfalls 
and how to avoid them. 

Love Report is a fully comprehensive evaluation of the potential long term emotional 
compatibility between two people. Each person's chart is evaluated in areas such as their 
level of emotional sensitivity, confidence, dependence upon another's opinions and 
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feedback, degree of neediness, comfort zone with the sharing of feelings, and other factors 
that profoundly affect an individual's approach to, and behavior within an intimate 
relationship  

 

Know all this and more about your conjugal life through Siddha Yogi Rupnathji's Reports on 
your Love . Get a Complete and unaltered review of your Horoscope for total Marital 
Happiness . Avail our report service via e-mail.  

 

To satisfy your curiosity to know the future and solve your problems through astrology, we 
at this website suggest unique Astrological remedies and remedial measures to solve 
chronic and critical human problems in day-to-day life. Siddha Yogi Rupnathji after 
analyzing your horoscope, tries to suggest instant effective vedic remedies in solving all 
kinds of human troubles and tensions, without inflicting harm on anybody i.e. these 
remedies are completely self defensive against the evils created by the planets without 
causing injury in anyway to anyone concerned.  

 

Astrology expert Siddha Yogi Rupnathji after analyzing your horoscope in depth let you 
know the exact positions of your planets and how can they effect your life. Our Astro expert 
Siddha Yogi Rupnathji would suggest you the suitable remedies, which could be wearing of 
Kavach(Amulet) or performing regular puja of Yantra or Mantra Chanting. If necessary we 
would recommend you to perform specific puja for a particular planet(which could be done 
by you or you can request us to perform puja on your behalf).   

Astrological Remedies - Match Making:-  

   

 Astrological compatibility consideration is not only a mere ancestral practice but is a 
way to get the knowledge regarding the nature, features, love and the social communication 
features of the people. Unless and until a compatibility is found between the two persons 
they can't hold a life-long relationship happily. Since it is a very difficult task to get the 
accurate knowledge of the person's nature etc. before a marriage (or a long-term 
relationship), the proven since of Astrology can definitely help the two lives a great deal.  

Astrological Remedies - Lal Kitab Remedies:-  
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 Lal-Kitab was originally published in urdu language without the element of 
punctuation and sounds. Lal-Kitab has announced unique remedial measures to solve 
chronic and critical human problems in day-to-day life. The measures suggested in Lal Kitab 
are electrically effective in solving all kinds of human troubles and tensions, without 
inflicting harm on anybody i.e. these remedies are completely self defensive against the 
evils created by the planets without causing injury in anyway to anyone concerned. 

 

Lal-Kitab remedies are cheap and within the reach of the common man and are infallible. 
Lal-Kitab has also explained the science of palmistry in such comportment that each of the 
42 divisions of the human brain have been related to the different houses of a man's birth 
chart in such a scientific manner that the sketch of the human brain reflects accurately on 
the lines of the palm.  

 

Siddha Yogi Rupnathji, after analysing the horoscope in accordance with Lal-Kitab, of an 
individual, suggest unique remedial measures , to solve chronic and critical human problems 
in day to day life. Siddha Yogi Rupnathji tries to suggest instant effective remedies in 
solving all kinds of human troubles and tensions, without inflicting harm on anybody i.e. 
these remedies to be completely self defensive against the evils created by the planets 
without causing injury in anyway to anyone concerned. 

 

 Tantra Books Written By Dr.Rupnathji(Dr.Rupak Nath) are as follows:- 

1. Matsya Sukt Tantra 

2. Kul Sukt Tantra 

3. Kaam Raj Tantra 

4. Shivagam Tantra 

5. Uddish Tantra 

6. Kuluddish Tantra 
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7. Virbhadrodish Tantra 

8. Bhoot Damar Tantra 

9. Damar Tantra 

10. Yaksh Damar Tantra 

11. Kul Sharvashy Tantra 

12. Kalika Kul Sharvashy Tantra 

13. Kul Chooramani Tantra 

14. Divya Tantra 

15. Kul Saar Tantra 

16. Kulavarand Tantra 

17. Kulamitr Tantra 

18. Kulavati Tantra 

19. Kali Kulavaan Tantra 

20. Kul Prakash Tantra 

21. Vashisht Tantra 

22. Siddh Saraswat Tantra 

23. Yogini Hriday Tantra 

24. Karli Hriday Tantra 

25. Matri Karno Tantra 

26. Yogini Jaalpoorak Tantra 

27. Lakshmi Kulavaran Tantra 

28. Taaravaran Tantra 
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29. Chandra Pith Tantra 

30. Meru Tantra 

31. Chatu sati Tantra 

32. Tatvya Bodh Tantra 

33. Mahograh Tantra 

34. Swachand Saar Sangrah Tantra 

35. Taara Pradeep Tantra 

36. Sanket Chandra Uday Tantra 

37. Shastra Trish Tatvak Tantra 

38. Lakshya Nirnay Tantra 

39. Tripura Narva Tantra 

40. Vishnu Dharmotar Tantra 

41. Mantra Paran Tantra 

42. Vaishnavamitr Tantra 

43. Maan Solaahs Tantra 

44. Pooja pradeep Tantra 

45. Bhakti Manjari Tantra 

46. Bhuvaneshwari Tantra 

47. Parijaad Tantra 

48. Prayogsaar Tantra 

49. Kaamrat Tantra 

50. Kriya Saar Tantra 
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51. Agam Deepika Tantra 

52. Bhav Choodamani Tantra 

53. Tantra Choodamani Tantra 

54. Brihast Shrikram Tantra 

55. Shrikram Shidant Shekar Tantra 

56. Shidant Shekar Tantra 

57. Ganeshavi Mashchani Tantra 

58. Mantra Mookavali Tantra 

59. Tatva Kaumadi Tantra 

60. Tantra Kaumadi Tantra 

61. Mantra Tantra Prakash Tantra 

62. Ramacharan Chandrika Tantra 

63. Sharda Tilak Tantra 

64. Gyan Varn Tantra 

65. Saar Samuchay Tantra 

66. Kalp Droom Tantra 

67. Gyan Maala Tantra 

68. Pooras Charan Chandrika Tantra 

69. Agamoktar Tantra 

70. Tatv Saar Tantra 

71. Saar Sangrah Tantra 

72. Dev Prakashini Tantra 
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73. Tantranav Tantra 

74. Karam deepika Tantra 

75. Paara Rahasya Tantra 

76. Shyama Rahasya Tantra 

77. Tantra Ratna 

78. Tantra Pradeep 

79. Taara Vilas 

80. Vishwa Matrika Tantra 

81. Prapanch Saar Tantra 

82. Tantra Saar 

83. Ratnavali Tantra. 

*Some Important Sanskrit Tantra books(Grantha) By Dr.Rupnathji(Dr.Rupak Nath) are also 
given below:-  

1. Kali Kitab 

2. Theth Karini Tantra 

3. Uttar Tantra 

4. Neel Tantra 

5. Veer Tantra 

6. Kumari Tantra 

7. Kali Tantra 

8. Narayani Tantra 

9. Tarani Tantra 
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10. Bala Tantra 

11. Matrika Tantra 

12. Sant Kumar Tantra 

13. Samayachar Tantra 

14. Bhairav Tantra 

15. Bhairavi Tantra 

16. Tripura Tantra 

17. Vamkishwar Tantra 

18. Kutkuteshwar Tantra 

19. Vishudh Deveshawar Tantra 

20. Sammohan Tantra 

21. Gopiniay Tantra 

22. Brihaddautami Tantra 

23. Bhoot Bhairav Tantra 

24. Chamunda Tantra 

25. Pingla Tantra 

26. Parahi Tantra 

27. Mund Mala Tantra 

28. Yogini Tantra 

29. Malini Vijay Tantra 

30. Swachand Bhairav Tantra 

31. Maha Tantra 
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32. Shakti Tantra 

33. Chintamani Tantra 

34. Unmat Bhairav Tantra 

35. Trilok Saar Tantra 

36. Vishwa Saar Tantra 

37. Tantra Mrit 

38. Maha Khetkarini Tantra 

39. Baraviy Tantra 

40. Todal Tantra 

41. Malani Tantra 

42. Lalita Tantra 

43. Shri Shakti Tantra 

44. Raj Rajeshwari Tantra 

45. Maha Maheshwari Tantra 

46. Gavakshy Tantra 

47. Gandharv Tantra 

48. Trilok Mohan Tantra 

49. Hans Paar Maheshwar Tantra 

50. Hans Maheshwar Tantra 

51. Kaamdhenu Tantra 

52. Varn Vilas Tantra 

53. Maya Tantra 
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54. Mantra Raj 

55. Kuvichka Tantra 

56. Vigyan Lalitka Tantra 

57. Lingagam Tantra 

58. Kalotarr Tantra 

59. Brahm Yamal Tantra 

60. Aadi Yamal Tantra 

61. Rudra Yamal Tantra 

62. Brihdhamal Tantra 

63. Siddh Yamal Tantra 

64. Kalp Sutrah Tantra. 
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